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Schlage SR™ Keying System

What is a keying system?
A keying system allows you to control access to all of the locked openings in your facility from the front door to high security 
server rooms. It is the result of the choices you make for the cylinders on your locks as well as ease of key duplication you 
prefer for your facility. For instance, if high security is your top priority you should consider a system where key design is 
patent protected and duplication is tightly controlled. Other facilities may prefer convenient and easily accessible key 
duplication. 

Identify the openings in your building 
Before you begin to configure your system, identify all of the access points in your facility. Start at the exterior and move 
through the building’s core. Consider grouping access points into categories, such as by building, department or floor. This 
will allow you to consider the security level and key control for each area of the building.

Most Schlage and Legge locks are supplied individually keyed. A well designed keying system facilitates more control and 
increased security. Specially keyed systems have been developed to enable end users to assign access to individuals for locks that 
they are authorised to operate. Lost ball construction keying is available.

Keyed to differ
All keys are individual and stand alone. Each lock can only be opened by its 
own individual key.  

Keyed alike
Allows for a number of locks to be operated by the same key as they are keyed 
to a specific code. This system is particularly suitable for residential 
applications with front and back doors. 

Master keyed
This system allows locks in a group to be keyed individually and does not 
allow those individual keys to operate any other lock in the system. However 
all locks in the system can be operated by one Master Key.

Grand master Key
With this system locks in several groups are independently keyed with a 
Master Key for each group. Each group is independent of each other, and the 
Grand Master Key will work with all locks in all groups.

Maison keying
A maison key system is a keying system that allows a lock to be opened with a 
number of unique individual keys. Typically found in applications like 
apartment buildings, it provides unrestricted access to common doors. Unlike 
Master Keyed systems, the lack of security makes this a less attractive option. 

Different keying systems



Oval cylinder PD cylinder Rim cylinder Mortice cylinder Euro cylinder

The Schlage SR™ Keying System has been designed using market leading technical specifications, with space and depth 
to suit most Australasian barrel and cylinder profiles. The system also has a wide range of cylinder options, making it is 
easier to integrate it with existing systems or new projects. All Schlage SR™ Keying System cylinder bodies are made of 
extruded brass construction for quality and durability.

Cylinders

The Schlage SR™ Keying System offer end users and building owners a locksmith grade, high precision restricted keying system 
with key patent protection. Designed for the Australasian market, Allegion offers a Master Key design service for the Schlage 
SR™ Keying System and can be combined with our door hardware scheduling service to provide a premium safety solution for 
your building and assets.

Local compatibility 
Made specifically for the 
Australasian market and available 
to suit the most common 
Australasian type barrel profiles.

Proven strength
High quality nickel silver keys 
provide superior key strength 
and reliability the Schlage 
brand is renowned for.

Patent protection for more 
than 20 years 
Thanks to a new restricted design 
and supply that provides 
patent protection for Schlage SR™ 
keys for the next two decades. 

Increased combination range  
Keys can be cut to depths of 0 
to 10, increasing the range of 
combinations that can be 
configured.

Key colour coding 
18 different colour options 
available. Contact us for  
full colour range.
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Why use the Schlage SR™ Keying System?
Schlage SR™ keys are identifiable as SR1, SR2, SR3 and 
18 different coloured identification studs can be attached  
to the bow of the key.  The Schlage SR™ system is:

 Drill resistant
 Pick and bump resistant 
 Nationwide network of experts in Australia – Brisbane, 

Melbourne, Perth and Sydney
 Nationwide network of experts in New Zealand – 

Auckland,  Christchurch and Wellington
 In-house keying experts
 Housing standard shape and size
 Developed in Australia by Schlage (a trusted global  

brand for over 95 years)
 6 pin cylinder for added protection

Schlage has re-designed high security keying systems
In schools, apartments, hospitals and universities, a 
flexible and secure keying system is the foundation of  
a multi-level security management system. the Schlage 
SR™ Keying System delivers a higher level of security 
because it cannot be duplicated without authorisation. 
Its distinctive design provides the user with total key 
control. 

Restricted keyways
The Schlage SR™ Keying System system allows us to 
design, build and supply a restricted keying system to suit 
individual requirements, either from Allegion’s door 
scheduling service or from information supplied by the 
client or the end user. The Schlage SR™ Keying System is 
developed using the latest master keying software to 
ensure system integrity and security. Keys can only be 
obtained/copied from the authorised resellers, with 
authorisation from the building’s owner or nominee.

Allegion (NYSE: ALLE) is a global pioneer in safety and security, with leading brands like Brio®, FSH®, LCN®, 
Legge®, Schlage® and Von Duprin®. Focusing on security around the door and adjacent areas, Allegion produces a 
range of solutions for homes, businesses, schools and other institutions. Allegion is a $2.4 billion company, with 
products sold in almost 130 countries. 

For more, visit www.allegion.co.nz / www.allegion.com.au
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